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THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY
Appleton, Wisconsin
SUMMARY
The purpose of this study is to provide a continuous evaluation
of the quality and runability of the corrugating mediums manufactured by
members of the Fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute. Two rolls of corrugating
medium are submitted on a weekly basis from the production of each machine.
Each roll is evaluated for basis weight, caliper, Concora flat crush (con-
ditioned after fluting), and runability, the latter being measured by corru-
gating each roll under standardized conditions into A-flute board at 600
feet per minute with minimum tension. If runability is unsatisfactory at
this speed, the speed of the corrugator is reduced by increments of 25 fopmro
until satisfactory runability is obtained as indicated by the absence
of ruptured flutes. If the runability is satisfactory at 600 f.p.m., with
minimum tension, the tension is increased by increments of 1/2 lb. per in.
to determine the maximum tension at which satisfactory runability is obtained.
The maximum tension used is 1-1/2 lbo per ino Flat crush tests are made on
the single-faced board obtained at the maximum speed with minimum tension.
In addition to the evaluation carried out at the Institute as
described above, each participant may, if he so desires, evaluate each roll
of corrugating medium for Concora flat crush (conditioned after fluting) and
submit the results to The Institute of Paper Chemistry, thus providing an
opportunity to include a comparison of Institute and mill Concora flat crush
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The study, as described in the preceding paragraphs, provides
several important benefits. For example, it enables each participant to
evaluate his quality position in relation to the rest of the industry on a
continuing basis. In addition, it provides a basis for comparing Concora
flat crush results obtained at the Institute with those obtained at the
mills on corresponding rolls of medium. This type of comparison is a help-
ful adjunct to conventional calibration procedures. Another benefit is
provided by virtue of the fact that the study is accumulating an ever-growing
reserve of background information essential for the judicious interpretation
of any proposed specifications on corrugating medium whether on a company or
industry basis.
During the month of February, 122 rolls of corrugating medium were
submitted to The Institute of Paper Chemistry from the production of nineteen
machines.
Shown below are the maximum and minimum current machine averages
for each test (the current machine average is the average of the results ob-
tained on all rolls submitted from a given machine during the current period);
also given for each test is the current F.K{Io average which is determined by
averaging the current machine averages for the previous twelve months (exclusive
of the current period) and is indicative of the test level being maintained by
the industry as a whole to the extent that the industry is represented by the
participating machines:




Concora flat crush, pos.io
(Conditioned after fluting)



























The runability data for the 122 rolls of
Februaryare summarized as follows 
Runability
Less than 600 f.p.m. with minimum tension
600 f.p.m. with minimum tension
600 f.p.m. with tension of 1/2 lb. per ino
600 f.p.m. with tension of 1 lbo per in.
















Concora flat crush results obtained on specimens conditioned after
fluting were submitted for fourteen of the nineteen machines from which rolls
were received during the current month. The comparisons of Concora flat crush
test results based on the average result obtained at the Institute and at
the mill for all rolls compared for each machine are summarized below Shown
in this summary is the number of machines (and the percentage of the total
machines which they represent) whose Concora test averages fall within the
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a The average obtained at the Institute was used as the reference in the
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CONTINUOUS EVALUATION OF CORRUGATING MEDIUM
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY
The purpose of this study is to provide a continuous evaluation
of the quality and runability of corrugating medium produced by members
of the Fourdrinier Kraft Board Instituteo The study, as it progresses,
is accumulating a backlog of data and experience which provides several
important benefits For example, it enables each participant to evaluate
his position in relation to the rest of the industry. In addition, it pro-
vides background information essential for the judicious interpretation of
any proposed specifications on corrugating medium (on either a company or
industry basis)o The program also provides a basis for comparing Concora
results obtained at the Institute with those obtained at-,the mills on corres-
ponding rolls of medium0 This comparison is a helpful adjunct to conven-
tional calibration procedures 
PROCEDURE FOR PARTICIPATING
The procedure for participating in this study involves the submis-
sion of two rolls of corrugating medium per week from each machine to The
Institute of Paper Chemistry,, These rolls are taken from regular production
runs on different days0 Each roll is 1O to 12 inches wide and contains ap-
proximately 59000 lineal feet of medium (approximately 30 inches in diameter).
When received by the Institute, each roll is assigned a code letter and number.
The rolls are numbered in the s.eqiuccc in which they are received Code letters
are assigned on the ba:iis of nmfchi.ncs, ond a given machine is assigned a
,|...._._.. 
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different code letter each month in order to mask the identity of the mills,
For purposes of reference, an outline of this program which describes the
necessary instructions for sampling was appended to Progress Report One in
this series.
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS OBTAINED AT
THE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY
During the month of February one hundred and twenty-two rolls of cor-
rugating medium were selected from the production of nineteen machines and
submitted to The Institute of Paper Chemistry for evaluation. A tabulation
of the number of rolls submitted from each machine is given in Table I.
Each sample of corrugating medium was evaluated for basis weight,
caliper, Concora flat crush (conditioned after fluting), H. and D. flat crush
(single-faced board), and runabilityo (Concora flat crush results obtained
on specimens tested immediately after fluting were included in Progress Re-
ports 45 through 57o) Runability was measured by corrugating each roll
under standardized conditions on the Institute's corrugator into A-flute board
at 600 feet per minute with minimum tensions If unsatisfactory runability
occurred at this speed, the corrugator was slowed down in increments of 25 fop.m.
until satisfactory runability was obtained (no ruptured flutes). If the medium
fabricated satisfactorily at 600 fopomo with minimum tension, 'further runs were
made at higher tensions to determine when cracking occurred. The higher ten-
sions used were 0°5 lbo per inch, 1,0 lbo per inch, and 1o5 lb. per inch.
Flat crush was determined on the board obtained at a speed of 600
f.pom. with minimum tension. In addition to information about quality, these
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results will provide data which may be useful in studying the relationship
between Concora flat crush and combined board flat crush for each participant's
medium.
As requested by members of the F.K.B.I., the Concora medium test
results are calculated on the basis of pounds of load per unit area rather
than on the basis of the formula suggested by the Concora manufacturer and
are reported as Concora flat crush test results. In Progress Reports One and
Two, the Concora medium test results wers reported on the basis of the formula
suggested by the Concora manufacturer.
The average test results obtained on the rolls of corrugating medium
submitted by each participant (current machinemve rages) are shown in Table II
and graphically presented in Figures 1 to 4. In addition to a comparison of
the test data obtained for the various machines, Table II also presents the
current F.K.I. averages, cumulative F.K.I. averages, and the F.K.I. indexes.
The current F.K.I. average is the average of test results for all machines
participating in the study during the current month The cumulative F.KIIo
average is based on the results for the previous twelve-month period excluding
the result for the current period. The F.K.oI index is obtained as follows:
current FoKI avoern._e x 100 " F.KoI. index (%)
cumulative F.K.I. average
The F.K.I. index provides a ready moans of comparing the current quality with
previous results. An index greater than 100% indicates that current quality
is higher than the average result for the previous twelve periods; an index
below 100% indicates that current quality is lower than the average result













































































































































































































Comparison of Basis Weight Results for February, 1960
Figure 2
Comparison of Caliper Results for February, 1960
--- Current machine average
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Comparison of Single-Face Flat Crush Results for Feb)ruary, 1960
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In Table 1I the current machine averagesfor the month of February
are summarized. It may be noted in Table II and Figure 1 that basis weight
varied from a low of 26.6 lb. for Machines I and S to a high of 29,4 lb.
for Machine L. The current F.KoIo average for basis weight was 27o6 lbo,
which was higher than the cumulative FoKIo average of 27o2 lb. Of the cur-
rent machine averages shown in Table II, none was below the 26-lbo minimum
requirement of Rule 41o On the basis of individual rolls, it may be noted
that the tabulated data for each machine shown in Tables III through XXI
included only one basis weight average which was below 26 lb.
With regard to the caliper results for the current period, it may
be seen in Table II and also in Figure 2 that the lowest average caliper data
of 9.4 points was associated with Machine H and the highest average of 10o9
points was associated with Machines B and Qo The current FoKoIo average of
10O4 points was slightly higher than the cumulative FoKoIo average of 10o2
points The minimum caliper requirement of nine points specified in Rule 41
was met by all participants on the basis of the current machine averages shown
in Table IIo On the basis of individual rolls, there were also no caliper
averages below 9 points.
The Concora flat crush averages are presented graphically in Figure 3
based on the data in Table IIo An inspection of these results reveals that
38,7 p.Soio was the highest average and 30o5 posoio the lowest Machines A
and C shared the highest average; Machine R had the lowest averages The cur-
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The highest single-face flat crush average of 35o5 poS.io was ob-
tained on the medium from Machine M and the lowest of 25.9 p.s.i. on the medium
from Machine Ro These data are shown in Table II and are presented graphically
in Figure 4o The current FKoI. average was 31o6 posoiop whereas the cumula-
tive FoKIIo average was 33,0 poSoio
The runability data for the 122 rolls of medium-evaluated during
February are summarized as follows
Number of Percentage
Runability Rolls of Total Rolls
Less than 600 fopomo with minimum tension None 0
600 fop.m. with minimum tension None 0
600 fop.mo with tension of 1/2 lbo per ino 4 3.3
600 f.p.m. with tension of 1 lb. per in. 18 14o8
600 fopomo with tension of 1-1/2 lb. per in. 100 82o0
For the current period, the current FoKoIo averages for basis
weight and caliper were higher than their respective cumulative FoKoIo av-
erages, and the current FoKoIo averages for Concora flat crush and single-
face flat crush were lower than their respective cumulative FoKoIo averages
For each test, the difference between the current and cumulative FoKoIo
averages did not appear to be significantly large
The test results obtained on the sample lots submitted from the
production of each of the machines are shown in Tables III through XXI for
Machines A through S, respectively The maximum, minimum, and average test
____
e.I
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results obtained on each sample lot are shown for all tests except basis
weight for which only the average is shown; in addition, the over-all
average result for all sample lots submitted from a given machine is shown
for each test The latter over-all averages are reported as "current
machine averages." A cumulative machine average is also shown and is cal-
culated by averaging the current machine averages for the previous twelve
periods (excluding the current period)o Also shown for each machine in
Tables III to XXI are the machine factor and machine index which are de-
fined as follows:
~,..current machi x 100 - machine factor (%)~'.* ; " cumulative machine average
~.{;--:, current machine average x 100 machine index %
',""X' .;- ' cumulative FoKoIo average
;: - The machine factor and machine index provide a means for comparing the
current machine average with either the previous results for that particular
machine or with the cumulative results for all machines--ioeos the cumila-
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DISCUSSION OF CONCORA FLAT CRUSH TEST RESULTS OBTAINED AT THE
INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY AKD THOSE OBTAINED AT THE MILLS
' ,'i;f, In Table XXII a comparison of Institute and mill Concora flat
crush test results obtained on conditioned specimens is given for the month
of February. These comparisons were initiated in Progress Report 30 and permit
21 * interested participants to submit their Concora flat crush test results to
; { The Institute of Paper Chemistry so that comparative results may be included
in the monthly reports0 Data sheets for supplying this information may be
obtained from the Instituteo Comparisons of this kind are a helpful adjunct
to other calibration procedures. It may be noted in Table XXII that four-
;,, teen of the nineteen participating machines are included in this comparison of
i ' Concora flat crush data. Shown in Table XXII are the Institute and mill
Concora averages for each roll included in this comparison, the difference
between the roll average based on Institute data and that based on mill
data, the Institute and mill averages based on all rolls included in the
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The Concora flat crush data shown in Table XXII are summarized in
Part I of Table XXIII where for each machine the following information is given.
(1) Current machine average based on Institute data, (2) current machine average
based on mill data, (3) the average difference--that is, the difference between
the current machine average based on Institute data and that based on mill data
and (4) the maximum difference encountered in comparing Institute and mill
test averages for individual rolls. In Part II of Table XXIII the average dif-
ference of Part I has been converted to per cent by dividing it by the Institute
Y W, average and multiplying the result by 100o The average differences in per cent
- for the currerit -report ad the tu wo preceding reports are shown It may be ssn
: ''that, for the current period, the highest average difference of 24o9% was asso-
ciated with Machine Q and the lowest of 0% with Machine Ho Differences greater
than five per cent were noted for Machines F, I, M, 0, and Qo Differences
greater than ten per cent were noted for Machines F and Qo In the majority
i of comparisons, agreement between Institute and mill data was good, as evidenced
by the following comparison of Institute and mill Concora flat crush results
, which shows the number of machines (and the cumulative percentage of all machines
which this number represents) whose average Concora flat crush test results for
!tf' the month of February fall within designated percentage ranges from the corres-
, ponding data obtained at the Institutea
M:;
i
Fourdrinier Kraft Board Institute, Inc.
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Average Percentage Difference Between
Institute and Mill Concora Flat


























a The average obtained at the Institute was used as the reference in the
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TIE INSTITUTE OF PAPER CHEMISTRY
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